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T

he Town of Cape Charles has one of the best
collections of historic buildings of any community on the Eastern Shore. The community
has done much to maintain this rich architectural
heritage. An early architectural survey that
identified historic properties in the Town led to the
listing of the Cape Charles National Register
Historic District in 1989.

It is up to the locality and to individual property
owners, however, to protect the integrity of the
historic district. Toward this end, Cape Charles
adopted a Historic Preservation Plan in 1997,
which presents general recommendations when
making changes to property in this district.
However, to provide more definitive standards, this
illustrative guidebook was developed to take some
of the guesswork out of deciding what is
“appropriate” for the district.

INTRODUCTION
As a property owner, you should refer to these
guidelines whenever you plan changes to your
property. The guidelines clarify what is valuable
and worth preserving in the district and explain
how you can respect these features as you make
changes or repairs to your historic building or
design new buildings adjoining the old. The
“Before You Begin” section introduces you to the
important historic features within the district and
leads you through the process of having your
project reviewed.
Another reason you should use these guidelines is
that the members of the Historic District Review
Board will be using them. It is the review board’s
responsibility to decide whether your proposed
change is appropriate for the district. These
guidelines give them basic standards for making
these decisions.
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These guidelines are tailored to your community.
They are based on extensive study of Cape
Charles’ historic district, including the types of
buildings in the district, their condition, and the
current policies and goals of the Town. Cape
Charles’ commercial buildings are given special
attention in these guidelines, reflecting the desire of
the Town to strengthen the historic integrity of its
central business district.

T

HISTORY AND ARCHITECTURE OF CAPE CHARLES

he Eastern Shore of Virginia, one of
the earliest colonized areas in North
America and remained a seafood
and agricultural region with scattered small
towns until the 1880s. What is now the
Town of Cape Charles was a farm and
swampy area, bounded by a small creek to
the south and the larger King’s Creek to the
north. The extension of the railroad from
Pocomoke, Maryland, executed and
financed by two rich and powerful men of
the time, changed all that.
In the late 1870s, the Pennsylvania Railroad
served many of the large cities of the East
Coast but along the Delmarva Peninsula
came only as far south as Pocomoke. Going
farther would make sense only if a barge
and steamer link could be built on the lower
Shore where freight and passengers could
transfer across the Chesapeake to Norfolk.
When William L. Scott, a Congressman from
Erie, Pennsylvania, with vast rail interests in
the West, proposed this rail-sea link to PRR
officials, only Alexander Cassatt, then an
engineer and Vice-President of Traffic, was
interested. In 1882 Cassatt resigned from
the PRR to work with Scott to make it
happen.

Traveling by horseback the 65 miles from Pocomoke to Cape
Charles, Cassatt personally laid out the route the railroad
would take and chose the spot for its southern terminus,
harbor, and connecting channel, which he dredged at his
own expense. Meanwhile, Scott had bought about 2,650
acres of farm and timberland for $55,000. He laid out a town
of about 136 acres in 644 lots, each 40 by 140 feet, with
seven avenues (named for famous Virginians) running eastwest and six streets (named for fruits and trees) running
north-south. Building began even before the railroad tracks
were laid or the harbor dredged.
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The first train reached Cape Charles on October 25,
1884. Within six months two passenger steamers, as
well as specially designed railroad freight barges, were
regularly making the 36-mile Bay crossing. Trains soon
arrived daily from New York, and small towns along the
shore prospered as their produce could easily be
marketed in northern cities. The New York,
Philadelphia, and Norfolk (NYP&N) Railroad, founded
in 1882, was highly profitable in the early 20th
century and after 1922 became part of the
Pennsylvania Railroad. Cassatt’s sister, the famous
Impressionist painter Mary Cassatt, painted at least two
fine portraits of him and persuaded Cassatt to
become one of the first important American
collectors of Impressionist works. Mary herself
lived in France most of her life and perhaps
never visited Cape Charles.
Incorporated on March 1, 1886, Cape
Charles quickly became the economic
focus of Northampton County life. More
cosmopolitan than other Shore towns
with its paved streets, electricity,
telephones, and central water and
sewerage system, it also attracted
members of older families, who came
here and built their homes among those of the
railroad employees.

HISTORY AND ARCHITECTURE OF CAPE CHARLES

Scores of houses in Cape Charles were built by
William H. Lambertson (1863-1948), who came
here from Pocomoke. It is said that when he
arrived in the 1880s, there were fewer than 50
houses in town, and, when he died, he had built
more than half the town. In 1911 the swampy
land near the Bay was drained and filled. The
original east-west avenues were extended west,
and two more north-south streets (called avenues,
however) were added: Bay Avenue along the
edge of the Bay, Harbor Avenue between Bay
Avenue and Pine Street. The additional 38 acres of
filled land provided 97 new building lots in the Sea
Cottage Addition.
Cape Charles grew rapidly from its founding to
about 1930, when the Depression slowed

economic life. At the Town
dock, elegant trains and
steamers exchanged
passengers and freight in a
service that continued until
1953, when the grand steamer
Elisha Lee left Cape Charles
harbor for the last time.
Passenger train service was
abandoned shortly thereafter,
but freight service continues to
this day with railroad cars
towed across the Bay on
barges. In 1953 the Virginia
Ferry Corporation, which had begun operating
automobile ferries in 1933, moved its terminal
south to Kiptopeke, and Cape Charles began to
decline. Traffic and business moved to the new
highway, and new patterns of commuting arose.
With the opening of the Bridge-Tunnel in 1964,
the Kiptopeke ferry service also ceased. These
changes devastated the Town’s economy.
In 1991, Cape Charles annexed an area
four times its former size. Plans for this area
include development as home sites, golf
courses, and improvements to King’s Creek
Marina. More recently, Cape Charles and
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Northampton County began the development of
the Port of Cape Charles Sustainable Technologies
Industrial Park on a 570-acre site. This planned
park was chosen by President Clinton’s Council
on Sustainable Development as a national
prototype, demonstrating the most advanced
facilities in resource efficiency and pollution
prevention.
Most of the original Town is now a Historic District
with the majority of the original structures still
standing, many in substantially original condition. A
1980s survey revealed that, of 568 buildings,
fewer than 40 were less than 50 years old.
Already many houses have been bought and
renovated to serve as summer or retirement
homes. Bed and breakfasts have replaced the old
hotels and tourist homes and now serve the
increasing number of tourists who visit the Shore.

HISTORY AND ARCHITECTURE OF CAPE CHARLES
The characterof Cape Charles is being appreciated
once again.
Cape Charles, a town of diverse neighborhoods
and building styles, has many excellent examples of
Victorian, Colonial Revival, Craftsman, and Neoclassic styles, as well as combinations and substyles
of each. Few towns have a comparable collection
of buildings of the era 1885-1940. The oldest
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houses, dating from the 1880s to early 1900s,
are found in the center and eastern sections of
town along Mason, Randolph, and Tazewell
Avenues and their connecting cross streets.
“Gingerbread,” the decorative woodwork on
porches and gables, is a common feature of these
homes, and was often cut by hand on site. The
Town’s economic growth in the teens and 1920s
brought the later, more substantial houses which
surround the original neighborhoods. In the
northeast section of town are many examples of
narrow, two-story blue-collar family houses from
the 1920s. Scattered throughout Cape Charles
are duplexes, row houses, and the sites of
long-gone boarding houses and hotels, which
served the large number of railroad workers and
travelers.
Walking through town one sees increasing
numbers of recently restored commercial buildings
and houses, both large and small, as well as many
others waiting for helping hands. To see fine
examples of interior restorations, one may drop in
at any of the bed and breakfasts. Technical
information on historic restoration is available at
the Cape Charles Building and Planning Office
and from the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources in Portsmouth.

HISTORIC DISTRICT DEFINITIONS

T

he two historic districts in Cape Charles, the
National Register Historic District and the
Local Historic District, have essentially the
same boundaries. All properties in both districts are
under architectural review. These restrictions are
placed on property owners in order to protect the
rich architectural integrity of the district.

The Historic District is an overlay zone which
provides for the review of certain changes that
affect the appearance of buildings. The underlying
zoning, however, still governs basic site features like
setback, minimum lot size, maximum height, and
use. The standards for the Cape Charles zoning
districts are summarized on the chart that follows.
Designation as a National Register district does not
restrict you as a property owner in any way. It
does, however, offer the benefit of several federal
and state programs.

✓If you own an income-producing property
in the district and are considering a substantial
rehabilitation project, you might qualify for
federal tax credits.
✓Any adverse impact of a federally funded or
licensed project on the district must be
determined and minimized if possible.
✓Threatened properties in the district may
qualify for state grant programs.
Not all of the structures in the district are historic or
“contribute” to the integrity of the district.
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Noncontributing structures are those that were built
less than fifty years ago or have been altered to
such a degree that they are no longer representative
of the period in which they were built or are in
such poor physical condition that their retention is
difficult.
The National Historic District contains 560 buildings,
of which 523 are contributing and 37 are
noncontributing. The contributing buildings consist
of 64 commercial structures, 459 residences, and
8 churches.

HISTORIC DISTRICT OVERLAY
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ZONING CHART FOR THE TOWN OF CAPE CHARLES
Zoning District

Area

Depth

Width

Frontage

Max. Bldg. Height

Front Yard

Side Yard

Rear Yard

R-1

5,600 s.f.

140’

40’

40’

21/2 stories to 40’

30’ or prevailing1

5’

25’

R-2

6,000 s.f.
10,000 s.f. for duplex

85’

50’
60’ for duplex

25’

35’

25’

15’
20’ for duplex

None2

1,500 s.f.

None

20’

None

35’

25’ w/o pk
30’ w/ pk

20’

15’ w/o pk
30’ w/ pk

R-E

1 acre

None

150’

None

40’

60’

25’

40’

C-1

5,600 s.f.

140’

40’

40’

35’

Average
of existing

0’; 5 and 10 or Rt1
. 84

10’ or prevailing

C-2

9000 s.f.

150’

60’

60’

35’

Average of existing built
up area

10’ or prevailing

10’ or prevailing

C-3

-

-

40’

80’ from center of row
or 40% of lot depth,
whichever is less

35’

-

5’ and 10’

10’

CR

5,600 s.f.

140’

40’

40’

40’

30’ or prevailing1

5’

25’

3

R-3

1
2
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85’

Corner yards are 25’ and 30’ for duplexes. Rear setback for corner yards is 20’.
In addition to these requirements, townhouse projects must have a minimum of three acres. No more than (8) townhouse units shall be attached in a row and no row may exceed 240’ in length.
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USING THESE GUIDELINES

ead this section before you attempt to make
changes to your building or build a new
structure in the district. It will help you to
recognize the character of the district and the
architectural style of your building and to
understand the local architectural review process.
You will gain an overview of the issues that you might
face during the project. For rehabilitations, “Planning
Your Rehabilitation Project” will help you to
understand basic standards of appropriate
rehabilitation, evaluate whether you can qualify for
tax credits, and determine how building codes and
zoning regulations can affect your plans. “Before You
Begin New Construction or an Addition” gives similar
advice from a new construction perspective.
The heart of the handbook is “Guidelines for
Rehabilitation and New Construction”, which provides
recommendations for appropriate rehabilitation and
new construction in the district.

These recommendations move from the
general to the specific, beginning with site
and concluding with decorative features. You
can turn to the page of a particular topic,
such as windows, but you would probably
also benefit from skimming the chapters
before it so that you can put the windows into
a more general context, such as scale. All of
the guidelines topics have some bearing on
the design of new construction. Others relate
primarily to rehabilitations.
✓“Tip” boxes contain practical advice to
complement the guidelines.
☞”Information” boxes provide definitions and
useful backgrounds information.
The guidelines are arranged as
follows:
Building Site (setback, spacing, off-street
parking, site features);
Building Mass (form, scale, height and width,
foundation, roof);
Building Elements (windows and doors,
porches, storefronts, cornices);
Materials (masonry, wood, architectural
metal, synthetic siding);
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Decorative Features (paint, signs, awnings);
Removing Buildings (moving, demolition);
Streetscape (street paving, walks and curbs,
landscaping, lighting, furniture, utilities, public signs,
parking).
This handbook can express only general design
principles. There is a great deal of variety within
the Cape Charles’ historic district, and the
application of these guidelines can vary. The basic
components of this handbook are
(1) a framework for recognizing the important
features of an area and (2) the tools, the design
guidelines, for maintaining these characteristics.
In the Appendix is a glossary of architectural terms.
The Cape Charles Historic District Review Board
or the Virginia Department of Historic Resources
can also help you with many technical questions.

T

LOOKING

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES

9

he character of the district is for the most part
created by the architectural styles of the
buildings. Each style has its own distinctive
features, played out in materials, forms, and
decorative details. Even within the same style,
however, different budgets, tastes, and building sites
result in a variety of appearances. Styles also vary
according to the function of the building, such as
between commercial and institutional, or residential
uses.

The following drawings illustrate the most common
architectural styles in Cape Charles’ historic district.
These drawings show the prototype of the style.
Many of the buildings in the town actually are
simplified, or vernacular, versions of these more
These residences are two stories and usually
ornate styles. Some buildings exhibit elements
from several styles. As can be seen from the dates, have a gable roof and sometimes a raised brick
basement. Cladding materials are often beaded
styles coexist and overlap so that more than one
weatherboards. Brick patterns are usually Flemish
style can be popular during the same period.
bond. Exterior end chimneys are generally
shouldered and set in pairs. The facades are
The stylistic features identified on these drawings
symmetrical, usually with a central entrance. In
are examples of the kinds of distinctive elements
rowhouse designs, however, the doorway is
that should be preserved when you rehabilitate
placed off center. Windows have small panes
your house or commercial structure. The glossary
and are frequently framed with operable shutters.
provides more information on unfamiliar
Roof dormer windows are a common feature.
architectural terms.

Decorative details may include a fanlight over the
entrance and/or a small classically designed
portico supported by columns. The cornice may
be decorated with modillion blocks or dentils.
Georgian houses, built generally in the eighteenth
century, are less ornate than the later Federal
examples of the early nineteenth century. Federal
houses have lighter and more decorative details
such as sidelights around the main entrance,
narrower muntin bars in the windows, and more
finely carved columns and cornice.

LOOKING

VERNACULAR GOTHIC REVIVAL COTTAGE
These romantically styled cottages reflected ninetenth-century America’s growing interest in
European periods of architecture. The steep gable
roofs are metal, often with a central roof gable in
the façade. The cornice is usually highly
decorated with sawn millwork as in the elaborate
front porch with its “gingerbread” carvings. While
windows are tall, often extending to the floor, they
have small panes.

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES
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These frame residences are generally two-story
frame dwellings with hipped roofs and bracketed
cornices. These large ornate brackets are often
repeated on the front porch. Decorative caps over
tall narrow windows are another feature of this
style, which is based roughly on European models.
Built around the turn of the century, these frame
houses all have simple Victorian details but can be
in a variety of styles. Four examples are shown
here.
ITALIANATE VERNACULAR

LOOKING

VERNACULAR VICTORIAN
The I-House is a two-story dwelling with three
bays, a central entrance, and a one-story front
porch that extends across most of the façade.

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES
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The front-gable house is also a two-story structure
but with more vertical proportions and an
asymmetrical façade. Decorative features can
include patterned shingles in the gables and a front
porch with sawn millwork.

LOOKING

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES

Similar elements can be found on the gable-roofed townhouse with its off-center entrance.

Even smaller is the one-story cottage, which often is narrow in proportion and is dominated by a full-width porch.
These dwellings are characterized by a complex
roof, vertical proportions, asymmetrical facades,
and a wraparound porch. More elaborate
examples are richly decorated with brackets,
balusters, window surrounds, bargeboards, and
other sawn millwork and use a variety of surface
materials like shingles, wood siding, and brick.
Roof turrets, decorative tall brick chimneys, and a
variety of gable forms highlight the skylines of
these large-scale residences.
QUEEN ANNE
Simple Queen Anne houses have a simpler form
and vertical proportions.

12

LOOKING

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES
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Vernacular Queen Anne cottages are small scale,
usually only one-and-one-half stories, but retain
the vertical proportions, asymmetrical facades with
projecting bays, and decorative use of materials of
the style
COLONIAL REVIVAL
In a conscious return to elements of the earlier
Georgian and Federal periods of American
architectural history, these houses often have a
rectangular plan and a symmetrical façade. Roofs
may be gable of hipped and details are often
classical. Porticos over the entrance are
common. As in the styles from which Colonial
Revival borrows, the windows have small panes;
their proportions, however, are often more
horizontal and the first floor sometimes contains
paired or triple windows. Doorways can have
various elements including sidelights, fanlights,
pediments, and columns or pilasters.

A variation is the Vernacular Colonial Revival
dwelling with its simpler details, frame construction,
and smaller scale of one-and-one-half with
dormer windows.

BUNGALOW
This one-and-one half-story residential dwelling
can be found in several variations in Cape Charles’
neighborhoods. The most common variation is the
sweeping side-gable form with a massive roof that
contains a large dormer and extends over a front
porch. Roof overhangs are usually deep and
contain large simple brackets and exposed rafter
ends. Windows may be in pairs, and there are
frequently side bays. Materials are often
combinations of brick, stucco, and half-timber
framing. Front porch supports usually have short,
squat proportions.

LOOKING

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES

AMERICAN FOUR SQUARE

RETAIL/COMMERCIAL

This post-Victorian style of single-family house,
prized for its ease of construction, practicality, and
roomy interior, is found throughout Cape Charles.
Common characteristics are cubic shape; hipped
roof, usually with dormers; broad front porch,
sometimes enclosed; little use of ornament; and
built in wide variety of materials, including wood,
brick, and stucco.

Traditional retail/commercial buildings have one
or two stories with a large transparent area for display of merchandise on the first floor. This display
may be a traditional glass storefront with a
recessed entry or a prominent entry flanked by
very large windows. Additional light may enter the
storefront through transom windows above the
entryway and display windows. Upper stories
originally were used for storage, office, or
residences and generally have traditional windows
in the upper façade. Cornices are the decorative
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element located at the roofline and often above the
storefront as well.
Simple versions of these structures are known as
vernacular retail/commercial buildings.
More ornate versions are known as decorated
retail/commercial buildings and may relate to a
particular style depending on their design.

LOOKING
OFFICE/INSTITUTIONAL
Interspersed with the retail structures are a number
of office/institutional buildings that vary slightly in
design. These buildings generally have a prominent
central entrance flanked by windows. There are
often vertical divisions in the façade to organize the
openings and entrance. Because of their use, they
do not have display storefronts or large expanses of
glass.
Simple versions are known as vernacular
office/institutional buildings. More ornate versions
are known as decorated office/institutional
buildings. Their designs may incorporate elements
from a particular style, such as the two examples on
this page.

AT

YOUR BUILDING: STYLES
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Going Before the Review Board

rchitectural review is required for most
projects. If you own property in the district
(whether or not it is historic) and want to make
changes to your building that will be visible from
the exterior or build a new structure, you probably
will need a Certificate of Appropriateness. The
administrator (the town employee who serves
as the staff for the Historic District Review
Board) can approve many small changes. For
more significant alterations, the project must be
reviewed by the Board.

The Town Council hears appeals and major
proposals that affect designated landmarks.
Once the Certificate of Appropriateness is
issued, the administrator inspects the project
from time to time.
In this document, “permit” refers to Certificate of
Appropriateness” and is in addition to required
building permits.

PROCEDURES

WHAT TO SUBMIT

Your first step is to contact the administrator, who
takes all applications for a Certificate of
Appropriateness and, depending on the extent of
the project, either acts on it or forwards it to the
review board. A library of useful materials is available in the administrative offices. Minor actions
such as painting and routine maintenance require
no permit and no review, although the
administrator can correct obvious abuses. The
administrator handles minor additions or
alterations and, after consulting the review board,
some major actions that do not affect designated
landmarks or contributing buildings. Major
additions or changes, demolitions, moving, and new
construction or any changes to a building’s
footprint require action by the review board.

The review board must receive from you enough
information on which to base its decision. For
most projects, you will have to fill out an
application provided by the Town. In addition,
you may have to provide a site plan and color
photographs showing the condition, materials,
colors, and texture of your property and the
character and style of adjacent sites.
Depending on the project you also may be
required to show color elevations and a full
description of materials, items, or devices to be
installed.
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MAINTAINING YOUR BUILDING
The Town of Cape Charles requires essential
maintenance of buildings throughout the
Town including the district. The purpose is to
prevent demolition by neglect or a
detrimental effect on the entire district.
Insufficient maintenance in general can
include deterioration of the structure,
ineffective protection from the elements,
lack of upkeep of the grounds, and any
hazardous conditions. If the review board
finds such conditions, it notifies the owner,
who then has 90 days to remedy the
violation. After that time, the owner can be
fined and the administrator is authorized to
make the necessary repairs, with the costs
becoming a lien against the property.

Going Before the Review Board
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REVIEW OF PROPOSALS
1.

All applications are submitted to the
administrator.

2.

Minor actions (such as painting and routine
maintenance) require no Certificate of
Appropriateness and no review. The
administrator can, however, correct
obvious abuses.

3.

Minor additions or alterations are handled
by the administrator. Some major actions
that do not affect a contributing building
can also be decided by the administrator
after informal consultation with the review
board.

4.

Major additions or changes referred to the
review board.

5.

Demolition, moving, or new construction
requires approval of the review board or, in
the case of contributing buildings, the
Town Council.

6.

Appeals of review board decisions are
made to the Town Council.

Minor

HDRB

Y

PLANNING

A

REHABILITATION PROJECT

our building may need rehabilitation for a
number of reasons. It may be in poor condition,
or it may have been insensitively remodeled in the
past. You simply may want to make certain
changes to add modern conveniences to your
building.
Before rehabilitation even begins, maintenance is
critical. If an older structure is properly maintained,
it should not require extensive rehabilitation except
for necessary modernization of mechanical
systems and periodic replacement of items that
wear out, such as roofs and paint. Good
maintenance practices can extend the life of most
features of a historic building.
Many of the guidelines emphasize the importance
of and give specific advice on proper maintenance
of building elements. Nevertheless, if a historic
building has been insensitively remodeled over the
years, it may require some rehabilitation to return it
to a more historically appropriate appearance.
REHABILITATION CHECKLIST
1.

Look at your building to determine its style,
age, and the elements that help define its
special character. The section, “Looking at
Your Building,” should be helpful.

2.

Is your building income producing? If so,
review the information on federal tax
credits to see whether you can qualify.

3.

Review the Standards for Rehabilitation.
These ten standards must followed if
you are using federal tax credits. They
also are the basis of many of the
recommendations of this guidebook.

4.

Check the zoning ordinance to make sure
that your planned use is allowed. If you are
changing the use or working outside of the
existing walls, you may need a zoning
permit.

5.

Chances are you will need a zoning
permit and a building permit. Become
familiar with the Virginia Construction
Code as it applies to historic buildings and
meet with your building inspector early on
about your plans.

6.

Meet with the zoning administrator early
in the process for informal input and
helpful technical information.

7.

Seek advice from or use contractors
experienced in working with historic
buildings and materials. Some tasks, such
as repointing or cleaning historic masonry,
require special knowledge, techniques, and
methods.
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8. If your project is complicated, consider
employing an architect experienced in working
with historic buildings.

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR
REHABILITATION
The guidelines in this publication are based on
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating
Historic Buildings (see the bibliography for
citation). They express a basic rehabilitation
credo of “retain, repair, and replace.” In other
words, do not remove a historic element unless
there is no other option, do not replace an
element if it can be repaired, and so on.
First developed in 1979, these guidelines have
been expanded and refined, most recently in
early 1990. They are used by the National
Park Service to determine if the rehabilitation of
a historic building has been undertaken in a
manner that is sensitive to its historic integrity.
The guidelines are very broad by nature since
they apply to the rehabilitation of any
contributing building in any historic district in the
United States.

PLANNING
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SECRETARY’S STANDARDS
1.

A property shall be used for its historic
purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining
characteristics of the building and its site and
environment.

2.

The historic character of a property shall be
retained and preserved. The removal of
historic materials or alteration of features and
spaces that characterize a property shall be
avoided.

3.

Each property shall be recognized as a
physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of
historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural elements
from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.

4.

Most properties change over time; those
changes that have acquired historic
significance in their own right shall be
retained and preserved.

5.

Distinctive features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a historic property shall be
preserved.

REHABILITATION PROJECT
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as
sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface
cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archaeological resources affected
by a project shall be protected and preserved.
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures shall be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related
new construction shall not destroy historic
materials that characterize the property. The
new work shall be differentiated from the old
and shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectural features to protect the
historic integrity of the property and its
environment.

10.
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New additions and adjacent or related
new construction shall be undertaken in
such a manner that, if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of
the historic property and its environment
would be unimpaired.

FEDERAL AND STATE TAX CREDITS FOR REHABILITATION
If you are undertaking a major rehabilitation of a
contributing historic building in the National Register
Historic District, which has nearly the same
boundaries as the Cape Charles Local Historic
District, you may be eligible for certain federal and
state tax credits. The building must be income
producing; homeowners are not eligible for this
program for federal tax credits. You also must
spend a substantial amount of the value of the
building on the rehabilitation. The tax credit is
calculated as 20 percent of these rehabilitation
expenses. The Virginia Department of Historic
Resources can provide state tax credit application
materials.
Other requirements are that the application must be
filed with the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources before any construction begins and your
rehabilitation must follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines
for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.

PLANNING

A

Contact the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources for more information about this
program.
BUILDING CODES AND ZONING REGULATIONS
Any requirements of the Historic Preservation Plan
are in addition to zoning regulations or building
codes. Check with the Planning and Building
Office to make sure that your plans will be in
compliance. Both zoning regulations and building
codes are most likely to come into play during new
construction or a change in use.
Contact the Cape Charles Building Official’s
office if you need more information about
building codes.

REHABILITATION PROJECT
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PLANNING NEW CONSTRTUCTION

he design of a new building or addition in a
historic district is often a difficult issue for
property owners, Historic District Review
Boards, and architects. The guidelines in this
publication reflect the current philosophy that new
structures should complement and respect the
existing character of historic buildings.

4.

OR

ADDITIONS

Follow the last two guidelines in The
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation:

1.

Attempt to accommodate needed functions
within the existing structure.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related
new construction shall not destroy historic
materials that characterize the property. The new
work shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectural features of the old work to
protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.

2.

Look at surrounding buildings to determine
their style, age, and the elements that help
define the neighborhood’s special character.
The earlier section, “Looking at Your
Building” should be helpful.

New additions and adjacent or related new
construction shall be undertaken in such a manner
that if removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.

3.

Choose a design that relates to the design
character of the historic buildings in the area.

5.

NEW CONSTRUCTION CHECKLIST

Obtain a zoning permit and building
permit, which you will need in order to
erect a new structure or work outside of
existing walls.
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6.

Become familiar with the Virginia
Construction Code and meet your
building inspector early on about your
plans.

7.

Meet with the zoning administrator or
Historic District Review Board early in
the process for their informal input.

8.

Consider employing an architect
experienced in working with historic
buildings.

PLANNING NEW CONSTRTUCTION

New construction is defined as new
structures and/or newly built elements
added to an existing structure: These
updated guidelines are intended to ensure
that patterns of new development, or in-fill
development, do not destroy the character
of the Cape Charles Historic District. The
major intent of in-fill development should be
that of a good neighbor, respect for the site,
sensitivity to the historic homes in the
neighborhood and taking into account the
overall character of the neighborhood.

The success of new construction within a
historic district does not depend on direct
duplication of existing building forms,
features, materials, and details. Rather, it
relies on understanding what the distinctive
architectural character of the district is. In-fill
buildings must be compatible with that
character.
In considering the overall compatibility of a
proposed structure, its height, form,
massing, proportion, size, scale, and roof
shape should first be reviewed. A careful
analysis of buildings surrounding the site can
be valuable in determining how consistent
and, consequently, how significant each of
these criteria is. A similar study of materials,
building features, and details typical of
existing buildings along the streetscape,
block, or square will provide a vocabulary to
draw on in designing a compatible building.

OR

ADDITIONS

Particular attention should be given to the
spacing, placement, scale, orientation, and
size of window and door openings as well as
the design of the doors and the windows
themselves. Compatibility at the building skin
level is also critical. The selection of
appropriate exterior materials and finishes
depends on an understanding of the
compatibility of proposed materials and
finishes in composition, pattern, texture,
color, and sheen.
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 Protect large trees and other
significant site features from
immediate damage during
construction and from delayed
damage due to construction activities,
such as loss of root area or
compaction of the soil by equipment.
It is especially critical to avoid
compaction of the soil within the drip
line of trees.

 Site new construction to be
compatible with surrounding buildings
that contribute to the overall
character of the historic district in
terms of setback, orientation, spacing,
and distance from adjacent buildings.

 Design new buildings to be
compatible with size, scale,
proportion, and form of surrounding
buildings. Remember the roofs,
windows, and doors are essential
design elements.

 Design new construction so that the
overall character of the site, site
topography, and character-defining
site features, trees, and significant
district vistas and views are retained.

 Design the proportion of the
proposed new building’s front facade
to be compatible with the front
facade proportion of surrounding
historic buildings.

 Evaluate in advance and limit any
disturbance to the site’s terrain
during construction to minimize the
possibility of destroying unknown
archaeological resources.

PLANNING NEW CONSTRTUCTION
 Select windows and doors for
proposed new buildings that are
compatible in material, subdivision,
proportion, pattern, and detail with
the windows and doors surrounding
buildings that contribute to the
special character of the district. Bay
windows should not disrupt the
feeling of continuity of the wall
surface.
 Design new buildings so that they are
compatible with but discernible from
historic buildings in the District.
 The selection of materials and
textures for a new building should
be compatible with and
complement neighboring
buildings.
 Synthetic sidings such as vinyl,
aluminum and synthetic stuccolike finishes are not historic
cladding material in the District
and their use will not be allowed.
 New construction should not
attempt to create features that
would create a false historical
appearance.

OR

ADDITIONS

 Identify significant landmark buildings
in the District whose importance
justifies the creation of a “zone of
respect” around those buildings.
 New buildings should be compatible
with the size, scale, color, material
and character of the District, sub-area
or block.
 New buildings should incorporate
architectural elements that divide
the façade into intervals that
maintain pedestrian friendly scale.
Windows and doors should be
placed in a manner that is
harmonious with the District, subarea or block.
 Materials should be used in a
manner that creates details,
incorporates textures or smallscale elements that give the
building a three-dimensional
character and” human scale” at
the ground level.
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 It is essential that new construction in
the Historic District reflect the
integrity of design details and
materials which help form the
District’s character.
 New construction should
incorporate materials similar to
those used traditionally in the
historic structures in the area.
 Materials used in new
construction should be in units
similar in scale to those used
historically.
 The placement of a porch to
define the front entryway is
encouraged and porches in new
construction should be similar to
those found on historic
residential buildings in size and
height.

GUIDELINES

FOR

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
☞ Setback is the distance between a building
and the property line. In these guidelines, setback
refers to the distance from the front property line.

AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION
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SETBACK

GUIDELINES
BUILDING SITE

FOR

REHABILITATION

AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION

1
2

commercial area, defer to the setback of the
historic buildings.

3

maintain the street wall.

4
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GUIDELINES

FOR

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE

1

Space new residential construction at least
five feet from a side property line so that
there is a minimum ten-foot distance
between houses.

☞ On the edges of the historic district where
new construction has taken place, further new
construction can re-establish a rhythm of
spacing that is consistent with that of nearby
historic structures.

AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION

SPACING

2
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In traditional commercial areas with a
well-defined street wall, keep a similar
spacing between new buildings to
reinforce this street wall. This spacing
generally varies from zero to five.

GUIDELINES

FOR

REHABILITATION

1
2
3

Avoid demolishing historic structures to provide
areas for parking.

4

For non-historic commercial buildings that are
set back from the street, locate parking areas
at the sides and rear. Buffer the parking lot
with landscaping and include landscaped
islands in large parking lots.

5

Place residential parking areas such as driveways at the sides and rear. Do not provide
parking in front of the house. Where possible,
parking should be accessed via the alley.

6

Enhance pedestrian features. For example,
define the sidewalk with a different paving
material and control vehicular access with
curb cuts.

In traditional commercial areas, locate parking
behind the buildings that define the street wall.
Landscape and screen parking lots to provide a
buffer zone to the street. In large parking lots,
provide landscaped traffic islands.

AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION
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GUIDELINES

FOR

REHABILITATION

AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION
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SITE FEATURES
Landscaping

Fences and Walls

1

Retain traditional fences, walls, and hedges.
When a portion of a fence needs replacing,
salvage original parts for a prominent
location. Match old fencing in material,
height, and detail. If this is not possible, use
a simplified design of similar materials and
height.

2

For new fences and walls, choose a design
that relates to designs and materials from
nearby historic examples. Painted wooden
pickets are a common fence type used in
Cape Charles although many fences use a
combination of traditional materials. Do not
use chain-link fencing, split-rail fences, and
concrete block walls where they would be
facing the street. Avoid street-front fences or
walls and in any case keep them below 48
inches in height.

3
4

Retain existing trees and plants that help
define the character of the district. Replace
diseased or dead plants and trees with the
appropriate species. (See Cape Charles Tree
Ordinance.)
Install new landscaping that is compatible
with the existing neighborhood and
indigenous to the area. (See Article IV of
the Town Zoning Ordinance.)

Driveways and Sidewalks

5

Retain existing historic paving materials such as
brick. Replace damaged areas with materials
that match the original paving.

6

Install traditional paving materials that are
compatible with the character of the surrounding historic area. Brick in traditional
patterns is appropriate.

7

If modern concrete is to be used, consider
scored or exposed aggregate designs. Give
strong consideration for pervious surface
cover materials.

GUIDELINES

FOR

REHABILITATION

AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION

SITE FEATURES

8
9

Accessory Buildings
Due to high wind considerations and flood
zone elevations, pre-fab metal buildings are
Strongly discouraged.

Outdoor Lighting
In residential areas, use lighting fixtures that are
understated and complement the historic style
of the building while providing subdued
illumination. Cape Charles requires “dark sky”
compliant lighting.

10

Coordinate lighting in private parking lots
to match public light fixtures.

Modern Features

11

Place site appurtenances, such as overhead wires, fuel tanks, utility poles and
meters, antennae including satellite
dishes, exterior mechanical units, and
trash containers, where they are least
likely to detract from the character of the
site. The size and location of satellite
dishes shall conform to the regulations of
the Town Zoning Ordinance. Screen with
landscaping or fences.
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BUILDING MASS

1

In new construction, use forms similar to those in the
immediate vicinity. In most cases, this will be a simple
form.
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2

Commercial buildings in the traditional
core of downtown should have a simple
form.

☞ Complexity of form refers to whether a
building is simple in shape (typically a rectangle or
square) or complex (a combination of shapes).

BUILDING MASS

1

When designing new buildings,
respect the scale of the town, which is

generally at a human, as opposed to a
monumental, scale. The buildings are
not very tall or wide or large; their size
does not overwhelm pedestrians on the
street level.

☞ Scale refers to the relationship of buildings to
one another and to the human size.

2

on houses.
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BUILDING MASS

3

buildings only, monumental scale may be
appropriate.
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BUILDING MASS

1

New buildings will conform to the prevailing
standards of the zoning ordinance and will
conform to the building styles of the historic
district. In commercial areas where it is
desirable to reinforce the street wall, make new
buildings two stories tall, the height of most of
the turn-of-the century stores.

2
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Respect the width of surrounding historic buildings
Widths in the district are often consistent, especially in
the commercial core were every foot of frontage was
used to maximum advantage and most lots are the
same size.

☞Fifty two percent of the commercial district
buildings are two-stories tall, eight percent are
three-story, and forty percent are single story.

Wide facade modulated with bays

Commercial Height and Widtth

When the primary façade of a new commercial
building is wider than 40 feet, modulate the
façade with bays.

3

HEIGHT
Maintain, in new construction, the overall
proportion of height to width of surrounding
historic buildings. This proportion is often
called directional expression.

☞ TYPICAL HEIGHTS AND WIDTHS.

AND

WIDTH

✓ PROPORTION OF HEIGHT AND WIDTH.
Buildings that are taller than they are wide have a
vertical expression, while wider buildings have a
horizontal expression.
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FOUNDATION

1

Raising foundations is sometimes necessary or
desirable. In those cases when the foundation is
raised above the original height please
remember the following: respect the height,
contrast of material, and texture of foundations
on surrounding historic buildings in the district;
distinguish the foundation from the rest of the
building through the change of material;
consider the treatment of the junction between
the foundation and the wall cladding material
seen on surrounding historic buildings.

2

Insure that water flows away from the
foundation, and remove any vegetation that
may damage the structure or foundation.

3

In new construction, distinguish the foundation
from the rest of the building. Respect the
height above grade of foundations on
surrounding historic buildings.
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1

ROOF

36

Retain the roof types of historic buildings,
including elements such as chimneys and light
wells.
Retain the roof form, elements, and materials
as these help to indicate the style and
construction of the building.
☞

Roof Types

A gable roof is pitched in the shape
of a triangle. In a front-gable
structure, the narrower, triangular
portion of the roof faces the street.
A cross-gable, two gables
perpendicular to each other,
covers ell- shaped buildings.
Typical cladding materials were
metal, or in very early buildings,
wood shingles.
Gable roof is a typical form for
Federal, Georgian, Colonial,
Revival, and many Victorian-era
styles.

A hipped roof has slopes on all
four sides. Original cladding
materials include metal, slate,
cedar shakes, and asbestos
shingles.

A complex roof combines hipped
and gable forms and also can
contain turrets or towers. It is best
exemplified by the Queen Anne
style. Complex roofs originally
were clad with metal, metal
shingles, or slate and often had
ornamentation such as turrets,
crestings, and towers.

A shed roof is a gently sloping roof
common on commercial buildings. It
may be hidden by parapet walls.
Metal, membrane, or built-up layers
of tar and gravel are common
materials used. Shed or flat roofs are
rare for houses (1 percent) but make
up a majority of the commercial
roofs, since this was a common roof
construction for the two-story, turnof-the-century storefront.

2

ROOF
When a roof must be replaced, attempt to match the original
materials since these materials are important to the visual integrity
of the building. Many houses in the district originally had metal
roofs, but many have been replaced with composition shingles.
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3

For new construction, respect the roof type,
materials, form, and slope of roofs of nearby
historic buildings. Older roofs generally have a
steeper pitch than most modern construction.

4
5
6

Ensure that gutters and downspouts are
firmly attached and function properly.
Maintain flashing around roof joints and
edges.

The roof on the front screen porch
addition is a rubber material made
to match the original slate roof.

408 Tazewell Avenue

G. Today, most of the roofs in the district are
composition shingles, metal, slate, or cedar shake. On
commercial buildings, more than half of the roofs are
not visible and are probably shed or flat roofs.

Do not add new elements such as vents,
sky-lights, or additional stories that would
be visible on the primary elevations of the
building.

ROOF

The various architectural styles and periods of
construction within the Cape Charles district are
represented by a corresponding variety of styles,
types, and sizes of windows.
Doors help to define a building’s particular style.
As part of the porch and entrance, they can be
decorated and ceremonial. Doors on secondary
facades tend to be simpler and more utilitarian.

Renovations to Emmanuel Episcopal Church in 1927
Drawing on right is as it is today.
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WINDOWS

☞

Window/Door
Components

AND

DOORS
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1

Retain original windows and doors,
including glass hardware to the extent
possible. For new construction, use
window and door styles that relate to
those found in the district. These styles
are described below. Windows styles
vary by sash design primarily, but
elements such as sills, lintels,
decorative caps, and shutters should
also be respected. Doors vary by
amount of glass, number of panels, and
decorative features.

Doors help to define a building’s
particular style. As part of the
porch and entrance, they can be
decorated and ceremonial. Doors
on secondary facades ted to be
simpler and more utilitarian.

WINDOWS

AND

DOORS

40

BUILDING ELEMENTS
☞ Window and Door Types
Double-hung window sash, the most common
type of window, vary by the number of panes in
each sash. Georgian/Federal windows often are
nine-over-nine sash. Two-over-two sash are
found on Victorian-era houses, including the
Queen Anne style. Six-over-six, nine-over-six,
and six-over-one windows are found on early
twentieth century Colonial Revival style houses.
One-over-one and three-over-one sash are
found on early twentieth century houses and on
many vernacular dwellings. Inappropriate modern
replacements for double-hung sash include oneover-one sash or a single pane with snap-in
muntins.
Bay windows project from the wall and have
multiple sides, each of which has a window. Bay
windows can be on the first or the second floor
and often are combined with a bay of the building.
They are typical with Victorian-era styles.
Combination groupings of different window
types are found on structures throughout
the district. They typically occur on Victorianera, Colonial Revival, and bungalow houses.

Leaded or art glass windows contain patterned
designs or depict scenes. Popular during the
Victorian era and the early twentieth century, they
appear in churches and on elaborately designed
houses, where they often are located in transoms,
in large compositions, or in stairwell walls.
Decorative windows in shapes like circles or
diamonds often embellish gables or light stairwells.
The sash can be fixed or patterned muntin bars.
Dormer windows project from the roof of the
house, allowing light to enter and increasing floor
and headspace. They are very common in the
district.

WINDOWS

AND

DOORS

BUILDING ELEMENTS
Residential doors typically have wood panels
and in some styles also have glass panes.
Variations in the number and shape of these
panels and panes determine the style of the
door.

Four-paneled doors are common on Italianate
and Queen Anne houses. Paneled doors of
varying designs occur on nineteenth-century
houses. Some later styles combine glass panes
with wood panels.

Decorated entrances include features like
pilasters, leaded glass, transoms, sidelights, and
fanlights.

Decorated screen doors on Victorian-style homes
sometimes have spindles and woodwork that
complement the elaborate house trim of this
period.

Louvered doors serve as storm doors on a few
Georgian/Federal and Colonial Revival homes.

Commercial doors tend to have more glazing,
typically a single glass pane. Decoration can
include raised panels, beveled glass, or small
panes.
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2

Repair original windows and doors by
patching, splicing, consolidating, or
otherwise reinforcing the original material.

3

Uncover and repair covered-up windows and
doors. Reinstall any windows and doors that
have been removed.

4

Consider replacing windows and doors only
when they are missing or beyond repair.
Reconstruction should be based on physical

WINDOWS
BUILDING ELEMENTS
evidence or old photographs. Do not use replacement windows or doors that substantially change
the size, glazing pattern, finish, depth of reveal,
appearance of the frame, or muntin configuration.
✓ Insure that caulk and glazing putty are
intact and that water drains from the
windowsills.
✓ Wood that appears to be in bad
condition because of peeling paint or
separated joints often can in fact be repaired.
Attempt this repair before replacing the
element.
✓ If a window or door opening is no longer
needed, the glass should be retained and the
back side frosted, screened, or shuttered so
that it appears from the outside to be in use.
Fix doors in place.

5
6

Avoid changing the number or location of
windows or doors by cutting new openings
or blocking in original openings.
Construct new windows and doors of wood
or metal and match the style of the
building. On storefronts, use painted wood
or steel doors with large areas of glass.
Extruded aluminum frames are not
recommended for any windows or doors.

7

AND

DOORS

If exterior storm windows and doors are used,
install them so that they do not damage the
frames or obscure the windows or doors.
Storm window divisions should match those of
the original window.
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 If aluminum-frame storm windows and
doors must be used, apply a zinc-chromate
primer and paint them to match other trim.

8

Use shutters only on windows that show
evidence of their use in the past. Shutters
should be wood (rather than metal or vinyl)
and should be mounted on hinges. Shutters
are generally inappropriate on bay windows
and buildings with a combination of
window types.

9

Respect the ratio of walls to openings
(windows and doors) evident on adjacent
historic facades. Generally, historic buildings
have more wall area than window area.

10
✓ Use interior storm windows if possible, taking
care to install them so that they can be maintained
easily and so that they do not cause condensation.
✓ Improve thermal efficiency with weather stripping, storm windows and doors, caulking, interior
shades, and, if appropriate for the building, blinds
and awnings.

Place windows and doors on the facades
of new buildings in a rhythm or pattern
that relates to the way that openings are
placed on historic buildings.

11

Use proportions (horizontal or vertical) that
are similar to and compatible with the
proportions of windows and doors on
surrounding historic facades.

WINDOWS

AND

DOORS

BUILDING ELEMENTS

12

In public buildings, provide barrier-free
access through removable or portable
ramps that alter the historic building as little as
possible.
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PORCHES

44

BUILDING ELEMENTS

1

Retain porches that are critical to defining a
specific building’s design and the integrity of
the overall Cape Charles district.

Entrances and porches are often the primary focal
points of a historic building. Their decoration and
articulation help to define the style of the structure.
Entrances are both functional and ceremonial
elements. For residential buildings, porches have
traditionally been a social gathering place as well
as a transitional area between the exterior and
interior.
Porch Types
Full-width, one-story porches are the most
common type of porch in the Cape Charles
district. Columns and decorative details vary according
to style. Some details reflect classical elements.
Victorian porches usually display ornate sawn and
carved details. In bungalows, the porch is carved
out of the volume of the house. Many of the houses
that have full-width porches are simple vernacular
structures without very much decoration.
Secondary porches on the side or rear of the
building can be one or two stories. Sometimes
they are closed in to form new spaces like pantries

or sun rooms. Some Colonial Revival houses
have a side porch but no front porch.
Porticoes are found on Federal and Colonial
Revival houses and are identified by their columns
and classical details.
Wraparound porches on Victorian-era houses are
extensions of the front porch that wrap around the
side of the dwelling and are especially common in
the Queen Anne style.

2

Do not strip entrances and porches of historic
materials and details, such as columns,
balusters, or trim.

3

Repair damaged elements of porches by
matching the materials, methods of construction,
and details of the existing original fabric.

PORCHES
BUILDING ELEMENTS
Include porches on new residential construction. Nearly all of
the district residences have porches, and new porches
should reflect the size, height, and materials of porches on
historic buildings on the street.

4
5

Replace porch elements or the porch itself only if the
materials are too deteriorated to repair or are completely
missing. New elements should match the original as
closely as possible. Avoid replacing wooden steps with
concrete or brick steps or wooden posts with decorative
iron supports; also avoid adding “Colonial” decorative
elements, such as broken pediments, columns, and
pilasters, or replacing porch piers with a continuous
foundation.

6

Avoid removing or adding entrances and porches
important in defining the building’s overall historic
character. Give more importance to visible front and side
porches than to rear porches.

7

Do not enclose porches on primary elevations; avoid
enclosing porches on secondary elevations in a way that
radically changes the historic appearance. When restoring
a front porch, retain original porch features such as
columns, porch floor and steps, and decorative trim
details.
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STOREFRONTS

46

BUILDING ELEMENTS
☞ Many of the traditional storefronts in the downtown date from the early 1920s. To determine what type of storefront your building has, conduct
pictorial research to find the appearance of the original storefront or early changes.

STOREFRONTS
BUILDING ELEMENTS

1

Retain all elements, materials, and features that
are original to the building or are sensitive
remodeling and repair them as necessary.

2

Remove any inappropriate elements, materials,
signs, or canopies that obscure original
architectural elements. Covering up windows,
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cornices, decorative features, or significant portions
of the wall alters the building’s proportions and
changes its appearance.

Exploratory demolition of storefront

STOREFRONTS

3
4

Conduct exploratory demolition to
determine what original elements
remain and their condition.
Restore as many original elements as possible,
particularly the materials, windows, decorative
details, and cornices.

5

Reconstruct missing elements (such as
cornices, transoms, and bulkheads) if
documentation is available. Otherwise,
design new elements that respect the
character, materials, and design of the
building.

Avoid using materials and elements that are
incompatible with the building or district, including
aluminum-frame windows and doors, aluminum
panels or display framing, enameled panels,
textured wood or artificial siding, wood shingles,
mansard roofs, metal awnings, coach lanterns,
small-paned windows, plastic shutters, inoperable
shutters, or shutters on windows where they never
previously existed. False historical appearances
like “Colonial,” “Olde English,” or other theme
designs should not be used.
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STOREFRONTS

49

BUILDING ELEMENTS

6

When designing new storefronts or elements for storefronts, conform to the configuration and materials of traditional
storefronts. Keep the ground levels of new retail commercial buildings at least 50 percent transparent up to a level of
10 feet. Articulate the bays of institutional or office buildings to provide visual interest. Include doors in all storefronts
to reinforce street-level vitality. Discourage “mini-malls” with one central door to the interior unless individual
storefronts also have usable entrances and display windows.

The ground level of retail commercial buildings should
be 50 percent transparent up to 10 feet in height.

Articulate the façade of office/institutional buildings
with bays.

CORNICES
BUILDING ELEMENTS
Residential Cornices

Commercial Cornices

Boxed eaves are simple cornices on buildings
with pitched roofs. The rafter ends and the
eaves are boxed in with wood.

Decorative brick bands are common in commercial
districts. The upper part of the façade is decorated
with a masonry pattern, either flat or projecting
(called corbelled).

Exposed eaves are often found on bungalows.
The structure of the roof is expressed and the
rafter ends are decorated and exposed.
Decorated cornices used details such as
brackets, dentils, egg and dart molding, and
friezes. On residences, the decorative pieces
usually are shaped.

A coping is a decorative and protective cap at the
top of a parapet wall or any wall that does not
have a cornice. Materials used for copings in the
district include concrete and metal. Ceramic tile
and brick also could be used.
Decorated cornices include features such as
brackets, dentils, egg and dart molding, and friezes.
Such cornices can be shaped from a variety of
materials. Many cornices on commercial
buildings are metal.
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CORNICES

1

Retain existing cornices that define the
architectural character of historic buildings.

2

Repair rather than replace existing cornices.
Do not move elements that are part of the
original composition without replacing them in
kind. Match original materials, decorative
details, and profiles.

3

Do not replace an original cornice with one
that conveys a different period, style, or
theme. If the cornice is missing, the
replacement should be based on physical
evidence or, barring that, be compatible with
the original building.
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4

Include cornices in the design of new
commercial buildings, particularly if they abut
historic buildings with cornices. Choose
designs and materials that complement
cornices in the district.

MASONRY
MATERIALS
For commercial and institutional buildings, use
masonry, preferably brick, as the main construction
material.
Stucco has been used frequently in the district for
exterior covering and specific elements. Parging, a
variation of stucco, has been used as a coating
over brick and block.
Concrete occurs in the more modern buildings
and in alterations of older buildings. It can be
appropriate for decorative details like copings,
lintels, and sills, but avoid using concrete block for
alterations.

1

Use masonry as it traditionally has been used in
the historic district:
Brick and rusticated block are the most
common types of masonry used in Cape
Charles. Study the architectural character of the
immediate area to determine appropriate use.
*Use brick or parged block for the
foundations of frame residences.

2

Retain masonry features that define the
overall character of the building. Repair
rather than replace damaged masonry
features by patching, piecing, or
consolidating units to match the original.

Repair stucco plastering by removing loose
material and patching with a new material
that is similar in composition, color, and
texture. Patch stone in small areas with a
cementitious material which, like mortar,
should be weaker than the masonry units
being repaired.

3

Discourage the use of waterproof, waterrepellent, or non-historic coatings on brick.
They often aggravate rather than solve
moisture problems.
Avoid painting unpainted brick surfaces.

4

Most of the major masonry problems can
be avoided with monitoring and prevention.
Prevent water from causing deterioration by
insuring proper drainage, removing
vegetation too close to the building,
repairing leaking roof and gutter systems,
securing loose flashing around chimneys, and
caulking joints between masonry and wood.
Repair cracks and unsound mortar.
Clean brick only when necessary to remove
heavy paint build-up, halt deterioration, or
remove heavy soiling. Use only the gentlest
means possible and never sandblast. Avoid highpressure water wash. Avoid freezing conditions
when using water-based products.

5
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☞ Building owners applying for federal
rehabilitation tax credits must conduct test patches
before cleaning masonry. Sandblasted masonry
buildings cannot receive federal tax credits.
 The best method for cleaning unpainted brick is
low-pressure water wash with detergents. Test the
cleaner on a small, inconspicuous part of the
building. Older brick may be too soft to clean and
can be damaged by detergents and by the pressure
of the water.
Use chemical cleaners cautiously. Do not clean
with chemical methods that damage masonry and
do not leave chemical cleaners on the masonry
longer than recommended.
Use knowledgeable contractors and check their
references and methods. (Look for damage
caused by improper cleaning such as chipped or
pitted brick, washed-out mortar, rounded edges of
brick, or a residue or film.)

6

Reappoint disintegrated masonry joints. Duplicate
the original mortar in strength, composition, color,
and texture.
✓ Remove deteriorated mortar by carefully hand
raking the joints. Do not remove mortar with
electric saws or hammers that damage the
surrounding masonry.

MASONRY
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MATERIALS
REPOINTING HISTORIC MASONRY
Old bricks are different from new bricks and the
mortar, the material that makes the joints, has to be
different as well. Appearance is not the only issue.
An improper mortar mixture can damage historic
brick. Professionals experienced in working with

old masonry can guide you in appropriate
repointing methods.
Strength. Do not repoint with mortar that is
stronger than the original mortar and the brick
itself. When brick expands and contracts with
freezing and heating conditions, old mortar moves
to relieve the stress. If a hard, Portland cement
mortar is used, the mortar does not flex as much
and the brick can crack, break, or spall.

flush joint

raised joint

struck joint

Composition. Mortar of older brick buildings has
a high lime and sand content. Replacement
mortar should be composed primarily of lime (one
part) and sand (two parts). Some Portland
tooled joint
cement (ASTM C-150 Type 1) can be included in
the lime portion for workability but should make up
no more than 20 percent of the lime and cement
Mortar Joints
combined. For newer buildings, decrease the lime
content and increase the Portland cement content. Do not use “scrub” coating, in which a thinned,
low-aggregate coat of mortar is brushed over the
Appearance. Duplicate old mortar joints in width
entire masonry surfaces and then scrubbed off the
and profile (see drawings). Cut out old mortar to
bricks after drying, as a substitute for traditional
a depth of one inch. Repoint to match original
repointing. Synthetic caulking compound also
joints and retain the original joint width.
should not be used for repointing.

WOOD

1

Unless rotted beyond repair always
retain wood as the dominant framing,
cladding, and decorative material for
Cape Charles historic buildings.

2

Retain wood features that define the
overall character of the building. Repair
rotted sections with new wood, epoxy
consolidates, or fillers.

3

Consider using wood as the dominant
cladding and decorative material for
new construction. New wood
surfaces should be painted rather
than left with a natural finish.
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4

In order to retain the architectural
integrity of both the individual building
and the district, replace wood
elements only when they are rotted
beyond repair and such condition is
documented by a licensed architect or
engineer.

Wood Siding

Wood Shingles
lapped

fishscale

beaded
coursed

diamond

German or dropped

WOOD
MATERIALS

5

Avoid using unpainted pressure-treated wood
except for structural members that will be near
the ground and outdoor floor decking.

To test for rotten wood, jab an ice pick into the
wetted wood surface at an angle and pry up a
small section. Sound wood will separate in long
fibrous splinters while decayed wood will separate
in short irregular pieces. Alternatively, insert the ice
pick perpendicular to the wood. If it penetrates less
than an inch, the wood is solid; if it penetrates more
than an inch, it may have dry rot. Even when
wood looks deteriorated, it may be strong enough
to repair with epoxy products.
✓Wood requires constant maintenance. The main
objective is to keep it free from water infiltration and
wood-boring pests. Keep all surfaces primed and
painted. As necessary, use appropriate pest poisons, following product instructions carefully.
Re-caulk joints where moisture might penetrate a
building. Do not caulk under individual siding
boards or window sills. This action seals the building
too tightly and can lead to moisture problems
within the frame walls and to failure of paint.

✓Allow pressure-treated wood to season before painting it.
Otherwise, follow manufacturer’s instructions for painting.
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ARCHITECTURAL METALS

1

Retain architectural metals used on historic
properties. Cast iron, steel, pressed tin,
copper, aluminum, bronze, galvanized sheet
metal, and zinc are some of the metals that
occur mainly in commercial storefronts,
cornices, in decorative elements for elaborate
turn-of-the-century residences, and fences.

2

Clean metals using the gentlest means
possible. Do not sandblast copper, lead, or
tin. Do not remove the patina of a metal when
it provides a protective coating and is also a
significant finish such as on bronze or copper.

3

Repair or replace metals as necessary, using
identical or compatible materials. Some metals
are incompatible and should not be place
together without a separation material such as
nonporous, neoprene gaskets or butyl rubber
caulking.

✓ Prepare for repainting by hand scraping or
brushing with natural bristle brushes to
remove loose and peeling paint.
Removing paint down to the bare metal is
not necessary, but removal of all corrosion
is essential.
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 Clean cast iron and iron alloys (hard
metals) with a low-pressure, dry-grit
blasting (80 to 100 pounds per square
inch) if gentle means do not remove old
paint properly. Protect adjacent wood or
masonry surfaces from the grit. Copper,
lead, and tin can be cleaned.

SYNTHETIC SIDING

1

Synthetic sidings such as; vinyl, aluminum and
stucco-like material are not historic cladding
materials and do not contribute to the historic
and architectural character of the district.

2
3

Remove synthetic siding and restore original
building material if possible.

4

Synthetic siding as referenced above is not
permissible, HardiPlank or similar is permitted
with exceptions. Insure that any moisture, rot,
or infestation problems are corrected before
installing new siding. Decorative elements,
trim, features, and special surfaces must be
retained when re-siding. Consideration should
be given to retaining the original materials on
the primary elevations of the building and residing on only the secondary elevations of the
building.
The use of synthetic siding such as HardiPlank
or similar on new buildings within the historic
district is allowed. Review the historic and
architectural significance of surrounding
buildings when determining the weather
exposure of siding on new buildings.

5

Siding that simulates wood may be used on
new construction if the depth of the siding
(boards) conforms to the typical depth of
traditional siding.

☞ Synthetic siding does not have the same
patina, texture, or light-reflective qualities of
original materials such as wood, brick, shingle, or
stone. In addition to changing the appearance of
a historic building, synthetic siding can make
maintenance more difficult because it covers up
potential moisture problems that can become
serious. And synthetic siding, once it dents or
fades, needs painting just as frequently as wood.

6

The use of synthetic siding on contributing
structures [in the Town of Cape Charles] will only
be permissible if the structure is currently clad in
vinyl, aluminum and stucco-like siding and is the
subject of a major addition.
THE HDRB STRONGLY SUGGEST REMOVAL OF
SYNTHETIC SIDINGS AND RESTORATION OF OF
THE ORIGINAL SIDING MATERIAL.
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PAINT

1

Keep existing painted materials well painted.
Do not paint masonry that is unpainted. Paint
aluminum frame doors or windows to match
other trim.

2

Prepare the surface properly before painting.
Use the gentlest means possible to remove all
dirt and loose paint. Do not use sandblasting
or high-pressure water wash to remove paint
from masonry, soft metal, or wood. Do not
use open-flame torches to remove paint.
They are a fire hazard.

3

Use high-quality paint and follow manufacturer’s
specifications for preparation and application.
✓ Prime surfaces if bare wood or metal is exposed
or if you are changing types of paints, such as
from oil-based to latex. Be sure to use metal
primers when painting metal. Do not apply
latex paint directly over oil-based paint as it
might not bond properly and can pull off the
old oil-based paint.
✓ Remove loose and peeling paint down to the
next sound layer, using the gentlest means
possible: hand scraping and hand sanding for
wood and masonry and wire brushes for
harder metals. A heat gun can be used on
wood for heavy build up paint. Take
precautions when removing older paint
layers since they may contain lead.

4

Choose colors that fit the style of the
building and complement the overall
color schemes on the street. Avoid bright
obtrusive colors, too many colors, or a
single color for the entire building.

COLOR PLACEMENT
Placed correctly, color accentuates
details of the building. Generally for
residential buildings, walls and trim
can be painted contrasting colors, with
doors and shutters a third, accent
color. Individual small details should
not be painted with additional accent
colors. A fourth color for individual
details and accents is not advised in
most cases and may be appropriate
only for very elaborate Queen Anne
houses.
For commercial buildings, trim,
including trim boards, cornices,
storefront, and window framing should
be painted the same color. The wall, if
painted should be a contrasting color.
The window sash and doors can be
painted a different accent color from
the walls and trim.
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PAINT
DECORATIVE FEATURES
COLOR SELECTION
For residential buildings, the color palette can differ
according to architectural style:
Georgian and Federal: Shades of white or
ivory are appropriate on the trim and cornice.
Wall colors can be white or shades of gray or
beige. Doors and shutters should be darker—
black, greens, grays, or blues. Hardwood doors
may have been varnished or grained instead of
painted.
Queen Anne: Deep, rich colors such as
greens, rusts, reds, and browns can be used on the
exterior trim and walls of late Victorian-era houses. Keep in mind that some darker colors may
chalk and fade more quickly than lighter colors.
The important objective is to emphasize the many
textures of these highly ornate structures. Shingles
can be painted a different color from the siding on
the same building. It is best to treat similar elements with the same color to achieve a unified
rather than an overly busy and disjointed appearance. On very ornate houses, more colors can
be used.

Victorian (vernacular and vernacular cottage):
Same as Queen Anne style.
Frame Vernacular Victorian: Colors can be
pale earth tones, such as light browns, tans, pinks,
and grays. Trim, however, should be accented with
a different shade of color. More ornate buildings
can be painted with richer earth tones.
Gothic Cottage: Colors that are based on
nature should be used, such as grays, yellows, and
tans.
Colonial Revival: Softer colors should be used
on these buildings, with the trim painted white or
ivory, since this style reflects a return to classical
motifs.
Bungalows: Natural earth tones and stains of
white, tans, soft greens and browns, and grays are
most appropriate for this style, using color to
emphasize the many textures and surfaces.
American Foursquare and Frame Vernacular:
Almost any combination of earth tones can be
used on the wall, contrasted with one trim color.
Sash and doors may be accented with either dark
or light colors.
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AWNINGS
 Awnings can protect pedestrians from the
weather, shield window displays from the sun,
conserve energy, highlight specific buildings or
businesses, and cover unattractively remodeled
transom areas above storefronts.

1

Choose awning types that are appropriate for
the Cape Charles historic district.

Sloped fabric awnings, whether fixed or
retractable, are the traditional awning type and are
appropriate for most historic buildings, both
residential and commercial.
Boxed or curved fabric awnings, a more current
design, should be used on non-historic
(noncontributing) or new commercial buildings.
Aluminum or plastic awnings are generally
inappropriate for any historic district buildings.

2

Place the awning within the
storefront, porch, door, or window opening so
that it fits the opening and does not obscure
distinctive architectural elements or damage
materials. Choose a design that does not
interfere with existing signs, street trees, or other
elements along the street.

3
4

Keep the bottom of the awning at least seven
feet above grade.

Coordinate colors with the overall building
color scheme. Solid colors, wide stripes, and
narrow stripes may be appropriate, but not overly
bright or complex patterns. Avoid using shiny,
plastic-like fabrics.
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REMOVING BUILDINGS: MOVING
GUIDELINES FOR REMOVING BUILDINGS
Historic buildings are irreplaceable community
assets and once they are gone, they are gone
forever. With each succeeding demolition or
removal, the integrity of the district is further
eroded. The new building or the parking lot that
often replaces the removed historic building is
seldom an attribute to the historic character of the
district.
Therefore, the moving or demolition of any
contributing building in a preservation district should
be very carefully considered before approval is
given.
Cape Charles Zoning Ordinance contains
provisions that restrict the property owner’s right to
raze, demolish, or move buildings in the local
historic district. For contributing buildings in the
district, the Historic District Review Board must
review any plans to remove buildings. For
noncontributing buildings, the administrator can
approve such actions.
The owner has an automatic right of appeal to the
Town Council or to the Circuit Court. In addition,
the ordinance allows demolition if the owner has
offered the building for sale at a reasonable price
related to its fair market value and has waited the
required period based on that value.

AND

DEMOLITION

General standards for all decisions made by the
Historic District Review Board which are applicable
to moving and demolishing buildings are listed
below:
1. The public necessity of the proposed
construction, demolition, or use.
2. The public purpose or interest in land or
buildings to be protected.
3. The age and character of a historic structure, its
condition, and it probable life expectancy.
4. The view of the structure or area from a
public street or road, present and future.
5. The present character of the setting of the
structure or area and its surroundings.
In addition to these general standards, the Town
should consider adopting more specific standards
as suggested below. As extensions of the general
guidelines, they focus more clearly on the issues
surrounding building removal.
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Whether or not the proposed relocation may have a
detrimental effect on the structural soundness of the
building or structure.
Whether or not the proposed relocation would
have a negative or positive effect on other historic
landmarks or on other sites, buildings, or structures
within the historic district.
Whether or not the proposed relocation would
provide new surroundings that would be
compatible with the architectural aspects of the
building or structure.
Whether or not the proposed relocation is the only
practical means of saving the structure from
demolition.
Whether or not the building or structure will be
relocated to another site within the historic district.

REMOVING BUILDINGS: MOVING

AND

DEMOLITION
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GUIDELINES FOR MOVING BUILDINGS

6

1

Move buildings only after all alternatives to
retention have been examined, including a
professional feasibility study.

2

Contact the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources for assistance prior to moving the
building if it is to remain listed on the Virginia
Landmarks Register and the National Register
of Historic Places.

3

Seek assistance on documenting the building
on its original site before undertaking the
move. Photograph the building and the site
thoroughly and also measure the building if
the move will require substantial
reconstruction.

Listed below are some additional review criteria on
demolishing historic buildings:

4

Thoroughly assess the building’s structural
condition in order to minimize any damage
that might occur during the move.

5

Select a contractor who has experience in
moving buildings and check references with
other building owners who have used this
contractor.

Whether or not the building or structure is of such
old or uncommon design, texture, or scarce
material that it could not be reproduced or could
be reproduced only with great difficulty and
expense.

7

Secure the building from vandalism
and potential weather damage
before and after its move.
If the site is to remain vacant for any
length of time, improve the empty lot
in a manner consistent with other
open space in the historic district.

Whether or not the building or structure is either a
historic landmark or is a building within a historic
district that contributes to the district character.

Whether or not historic events occurred in the
building or structures.

Whether or not a relocation of the building or
structure or a portion thereof, would be to any
extent practicable as a preferable alternative to
demolition.
Whether or not the proposed demolition could
potentially adversely affect other historic landmark(s) located within the historic district or
adversely affect the character of the historic
district.
The reason for demolishing the building or
structure and whether or not any alternatives to
demolition exist.
Whether or not there has been a professional
economic and structural feasibility study for
rehabilitating or reusing the structure and whether
or not its findings support the proposed demolition.

1
2
3

REMOVING BUILDINGS: MOVING
Demolish a historic building only after all
preferable alternatives have been exhausted.
Document the building thoroughly through
photographs and measured drawings
according to Historic American Building Survey
Standards. This information should be retained
in the town office and with the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources.
If the site is to remain vacant for any length
of time, improve the empty lot in a manner
consistent with other open space in the
historic district.

AND

DEMOLITION
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PEDESTRIAN WALKS

AND

CURBS

GUIDELINES FOR STREETSCAPE

STREET TREES AND PLANTINGS

LIGHTING

Retain historic paving such as the stretch of
brick sidewalks on Tazewell and Strawberry.

1
2

7

12

When sidewalks must be repaired, match
adjacent materials (except for modern
concrete) in design, color, texture, and
tooling. Avoid extensive variation in sidewalk
and curb materials.

8

3
4

Curbs likewise should be a material such as
stone or exposed concrete aggregate.

5

Avoid excessive curb cuts for vehicular access
across pedestrian ways; where curb cuts are
necessary, mark them with a change in
materials, color, texture, or grade.

6

Maintain a distinction between sidewalks and
streets. Do not pave sidewalks with asphalt
and try to retain the curb strip.

Avoid blocking the sidewalk with too many
street furniture elements and remove obsolete
signs and poles.

9

Maintain existing landscaping, especially
indigenous species like crape myrtle.
Plantings are especially appropriate in
medians and curb strips.
Replace damaged or missing street trees with
appropriate species. Use indigenous and hardy
species that require minimal maintenance.
Replacement trees should be of like species
that will mature to a comparable size.

Consider installing landscaping, including trees,
in areas like medians, divider strips, and traffic
islands. Site plantings so that they are
protected from pedestrian and vehicular
traffic, do not block views of storefronts, and
meet traffic-safety standards of the Virginia
Department of Transportation.

10

Use planters appropriately. Site them so that
they do not block narrow sidewalks
and remove them in the winter months when
they are empty.

11

Do not demolish buildings to provide
open-space areas for plantings.
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Expand the use of pedestrian-scaled,
historically styled light fixtures. Lighting
must comply with Dark Sky Lighting
standards.

13

Provide adequate lighting at critical areas
of pedestrian/vehicular conflict such as
parking lots, alleys, and crosswalks.

14

Encourage selective evening lighting in the
downtown. Consider special lighting of
key landmarks and facades. Encourage
merchants to leave their display window
lights on in the evening to provide extra
illumination and visual interest at the
sidewalk level.

15
16

Keep to a minimum the number of styles
of light fixtures and light sources used in
the district.
Provide outlets on light standards for
seasonal lighting and brackets for handing
banners and decorations for special events.

☞ Standard overhead street lights can be too
bright for a pedestrian-scaled historic district. Light
types such as sodium vapor, mercury vapor, and
metal halide emit different tints of light and should
not be used together.

STREET FURNITURE

17
18
19
20

Choose an appropriate traditional
design for trash containers in the district,
possibly matching other street furniture.
Metal is generally more appropriate than
wood, concrete, or plastic.
Place benches at key locations in the
district. Use traditional designs
constructed of wood and/or cast iron.
Attempt to make street furniture such
as newspaper boxes, telephone
booths, bicycle racks, drinking
fountains, planters, and bollards
compatible in design, color, and
materials with existing elements.
Avoid placing too many elements on
narrow sidewalks.

UTILITIES

21
22

Place utilities underground if at all
possible or locate behind buildings.
Screen surface equipment.
Place necessary utilities such as
transformers and overhead wires so
that they are as visually unobtrusive as
possible.

STREETSCAPES
PUBLIC SIGNS

23

Use the town logo on any public
signs in the district. Use
appropriate standards of design,
color, and lettering styles.

24

Place entry signs directing
visitors to the historic
commercial district on major
highways and streets leading to
the downtown.

25

Consider installing plaques or
signs commemorating
significant events, buildings,
and individuals in the district.

26

Avoid placing sign posts in
locations where they can
interfere with the opening of
vehicle doors.
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PARKING FACILITIES

27

If the historic district ever needs a public
parking facility, consider the following in
its design.

▲ Avoid demolishing buildings for parking lots
or garages.
▲ Avoid constructing parking lots that do not
reinforce the existing street wall of buildings and
the grid system of rectangular blocks.
▲ Screen parking lots from streets and
sidewalks with trees and landscaping and include
interior planting islands to provide shade and
visual relief from large expanses of asphalt.
▲ Provide water in parking lots for planting
maintenance.
▲ Provide adequate lighting to provide
security in evening hours.
▲ Designate special parking areas within the lots
for motorcycles and bicycles.

HERITAGE AND SPECIMEN TREES
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Heritage and Specimen Trees: Historic District property owners.
December 2016
The Town of Cape Charles has a “Tree Conservation and Preservation Ordinance”; Appendix F Articles I and II, located in the Towns
Zoning Ordinance.
It is not the intent of the Historic District Review Board to confer to itself regulatory or punitive actions regarding Heritage or
Specimen trees, but rather to provide context and clarification for property owners in the District when restoring, remodeling or
building on their property.
The purpose of this inclusion into the Historic District Guidelines is to inform and educate property owners of the need to identify,
maintain and protect large and outstanding Heritage and Specimen trees and the associated benefits these trees provide. The removal
of these trees, if healthy and sound decrease the aesthetic and environmental quality for individuals and community. These trees are
also an important habitat for many wildlife species in an urban setting.
The large and exceptional trees growing in the District are generally of great age and size for their species and represent an historic
association with the Town. In short, these trees are part of the historic “fabric” of the District and as such should be protected and
preserved to the greatest extent possible.
Heritage and Specimen trees generally follow these criteria:
1) Be true to its genetic form, not topped or poorly pruned (if outside of utility easements) and structurally sound.
2) Be of mature size and form, in healthy condition, free of disease, insect infestation and storm damage.
3) Should be visible from publically accessible locations.
Private property: any tree with a DBH (Diameter Brest Height) of more than 30” located on any private lot(s) within the District and
outside of the street or alley right-of-way
Public property: any tree with a DBH (Diameter Brest Height) of more than 30” located on lands owned by the Town, VDOT or other
governmental bodies within the District.
Heritage Trees: Any native [or street] tree that may have notable historic or cultural interest.
Specimen trees: Any tree by virtue of its outstanding size and quality for its particular specie, taking into account its circumference
(feet and inches) height (feet) and crown spread (feet).
The benefits of urban forests, also referred to as community forests, are far-reaching. The social, health, wildlife and economic
benefits attributed to urban forests are definitely worth considering in all communities. There is also a growing awareness that
integrating urban forests into our communities offer many significant natural benefits. Urban forests address our desires of providing
sound economic benefit, aesthetic value, improved air and water quality, health benefits and wildlife habitat among other things.
Large mature trees with a healthy crown spread can reduce summer season energy costs, reduce noise levels, improve property
values and increase water retention thereby helping to slow and reduce localized flooding.

HERITAGE AND SPECIMEN TREES
REFERENCE MATERIAL: from VA Dept. of Forestry

http://www.dof.virginia.gov/tree/care/index.htm
http://www.dof.virginia.gov/tree/care/how-to-prune.htm
http://www.dof.virginia.gov/tree/care/damage-prevention.htm
http://www.dof.virginia.gov/print/trees//handout_Reasons-To-Prune.jpg
http://www.dof.virginia.gov/print/trees/handout_How-To-Kill-A-Tree.jpg
http://www.dof.virginia.gov/print/trees/handout_Plant-Right-Tree-Right-Location.jpg
http://www.dof.virginia.gov/print/trees/handout_Step-By-Step-Tree-Planting.jpg
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GLOSSARY
ADDITION. A new part such as a wing, ell, or porch
added to an existing building or structure.
ADMINISTRATOR. The town employee who serves as staff
to the Board of Historic and Architectural Review and
administers town regulations, such as zoning.
ALLIGATORING. (slang) A condition of paint that occurs
when the layers crack in a pattern that resembles the skin
of an alligator.
ALTERATION. A visible change to the exterior of a building
or structure.
BALUSTRADE. A railing or parapet supported by a row of
short pillars or balusters.
BARGEBOARD. The decorative board along the roof
edge of a gable concealing the rafters.

BROKEN PEDIMENT. A pediment where the sloping sides
do not meet at the apex but instead return, creating an
opening that sometimes contains an ornamental vase or
similar form on a pedestal.
BULKHEAD. In commercial buildings the structural supporting wall under the display windows of a storefront.
Bulkheads are often paneled and are usually constructed of
wood.
CAPITAL. The upper portion of a column or pilaster.
CLASSICAL. Pertaining to the architecture of Greece and
Rome, or to the styles inspired by this architecture.
CLIPPED GABLE ROOF. A roof type in which the gable
ends are cut back at the peaks and a small roof section is
added to create an abbreviated hipped form.

BAY. A part of a structure defined by vertical divisions such
as adjacent columns or piers.

COBRA-HEAD LIGHT FIXTURE. A commonly used street
light fixture in which the luminaire is suspended from a simple, curved metal arm.

BAY WINDOW. Fenestration projecting from an exterior
wall surface and often forming a recess in the interior
space.

COLUMN. A vertical support, usually supporting a member above.

BOLLARD. A freestanding post to obstruct or direct traffic.

COMPLEX ROOF. A roof that is a combination of hipped
and gable forms and may contain turrets or towers. The
majority of these occur on Queen Anne style houses.

BRACKET. A wooden or stone decorative support beneath
a projecting floor, window, or cornice.

CONVERSION. The adaptation of a building or structure
to a new use that may or may not result in the preservation
of significant architectural forms and features of the building
or structure.
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COPING. The top course of a wall which covers and protects the wall from the effects of weather.
CORBELING. Courses of masonry that project out in a
series of steps from the wall. In commercial architecture
the corbelling is usually brick and is part of the cornice at
the top of the façade.
CORNICE. The upper, projecting part of a classical entablature or a decorative treatment of the eaves of a roof.
CRESTING. A decorative ridge for a roof, usually constructed of ornamental metal.
DENTILS. One in a series of small blocks forming a molding in an entablature, often used on cornices.
DORMER. A small window with its own roof projecting
from a sloping roof.
DOUBLE-HUNG SASH. A type of window with lights (or
windowpanes) on both upper and lower sashes, which
move up and down in vertical grooves one in front of the
other.
DOWNSPOUT. A pipe for directing rain water from the
roof to the ground.
EAVE. The edge of the roof that extends past the walls.
FAÇADE. The front face or elevation of a building.
FANLIGHT. A semicircular window with radiating muntins,
located above a door.

GLOSSARY
FENESTRATION. The arrangement of the openings of a
building.
FINIAL. An ornament at the top of a gable or spire.
FLASHING. Pieces of metal used for waterproofing roof
joints.
FRIEZE. A horizontal band, sometimes decorated with
sculpture relief, located immediately below the cornice.
GABLE ROOF. A pitched roof in the shape of a triangle.
GAMBREL ROOF. A roof in which the angle of pitch
changes part way between the ridge and eaves.
GLAZING. Another term for glass or other transparent
material used in windows.
HALF-TIMBERING. A framework of heavy timbers in
which the interstices are filled in with plaster or brick.
HIPPED ROOF. A roof with slopes on all four sides. They
are more common on older houses than on those built
after 1940.
HOOD MOLD. Drip or label molding over a door or
window.
INFILL BUILDING. A new structure built in a block or row
of existing buildings.
LATH. Narrowly spaced strips of wood upon which plaster
is spread. Lath in modern construction is metal mesh.

LEADED GLASS. Glass set in pieces of lead.
LIGHT. A section of a window; the glass or pane.
LINTEL. A horizontal beam over an opening carrying the
weight of the wall.
MODILLION. A block or bracket in the cornice of the
classical entablature.
MOLDING. Horizontal bands having either rectangular or
curved profiles, or both, used for transition or decorative
relief.
MUNTIN. A glazing bar that separates panes of glass.
OVERLAY ZONING DISTRICT. A set of legal regulations
that are imposed on properties in a particular area or district that are additional requirements to the existing zoning
regulations in effect for those properties.
PARAPET. A low wall that rises above a roof line, terrace,
or porch and may be decorated.
PALLADIAN WINDOW. A neoclassical style window that is
divided into three lights. The middle light is larger than the
other two and usually arched.
PARGING (or PARGET). Plaster or a similar mixture used
to coat walls or chimneys.
PATINA. The appearance of a material’s surface that has
aged and weathered. It often refers to the green film that
forms on copper and bronze.
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PEDIMENT. The triangular gable end of a roof, especially
as seen in classical architecture such as Greek temples.
PIER. An upright structure of masonry serving as a principal
support.
PILASTER. A pier attached to a wall with a shallow depth
and sometimes treated as a classical column with a base,
shaft, and capital.
PITCH. The degree of slope of a roof.
PORTICO. An entrance porch often supported by columns
and sometimes topped by a pedimented roof; can be open
or partially enclosed.
PRESERVATION. The sustaining of the existing form, integrity, and material of a building or structure and the existing
form and vegetation of a site.
QUOINS. The corner stones of a building that are either a
different size, texture, or conspicuously jointed for emphasis.
REHABILITATION. Returning a property to a state of utility
through repair or alteration which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions or
features that are significant to its historical, architectural, and
cultural values.
REMODEL. To alter a structure that may or may not be
sensitive to the preservation of its significant architectural
forms and features.

GLOSSARY
RENOVATION. See REHABILITATION.
RESTORATION. Accurately recovering the form and
details of a property and its setting as it appeared at a particular period of time, by removing later work and/or
replacing missing earlier work.
RETROFIT. To furnish a building with new parts or equipment not available at the time of original construction.
REPOINT. To remove old mortar from courses of masonry
and replace it with new mortar.
REVEAL. The depth of wall thickness between its outer face
and a window or door set in an opening.
RISHING DAMP. A condition in which moisture from the
ground rises into the walls of a building.
SASH. The movable part of a window holding the glass.
SETBACK. The distance between a building and the front
of the property line.
SIDELIGHTS. Narrow windows flanking a door.
SIGN BAND. The area that is incorporated within or
directly under the cornice of a storefront and that contains
the sign of the business in the building.
SILL. The horizontal water-shedding member at the bottom of a door or window.

SOFFIT. The finished underside of an overhead spanning
members.
SPALLING. A condition in which pieces of masonry split off
from the surface, usually by weather.

SPIRE. A tall tower that tapers to a point and is found
frequently on churches.
STABILIZATION. The reestablishment of a weather-resistant enclosure and the structural stability of an unsafe or
deteriorated property while maintaining the essential form
as it currently exists.
STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFS. A roof where long
narrow pieces of metal are joined with raised seams.
STILE. A vertical framing member of a paneled door.
STRING COURSE. A projecting horizontal band of
masonry set in the exterior wall of a building.
SYNTHETIC SIDING. Any siding made of vinyl, aluminum,
or other metallic material to resemble a variety of authentic wood siding types.
TRANSOM. In commercial buildings, the area of windows
in the storefront above the display windows and above the
door.
TURRET. A small tower, usually corbelled, at the corner of a
building and extending above it.
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VERGEBOARD. See BARGEBOARD
VERNACULAR. Indigenous architecture that generally is
not designed by an architect and may be characteristic of
a particular area. Many Cape Charles’ simpler buildings
are considered vernacular because they do not exhibit
enough characteristics to relate to a particular
architectural style.
ZONE OF RESPECT. The special attention to compatible
design elements and building materials used in the new
construction of surrounding\nearby structures.

